Chapter: 3165
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

To mention Tang Qian at this time is like inserting a knife in An Yue’s
heart. Although she is a promising newcomer, she is still inexperienced
compared to Tang Qian, and she will not be able to replace her for a
while.
But An Yue is a person with a higher heart than the sky, how could she
be willing to be stepped on by that old woman Tang Qian!
“Okay An Yue, there will be advertisements later, hurry up and leave.”
Zheng Tao and An Yue have been together for a while, and he has long
known An Yue’s temper. He pulled An Yue’s arm, his tone was calm,
but there was a force that could not be rejected.
“Zheng Tao! I’m not going!” An Yue got angry, and she couldn’t see
Zheng Tao’s bossy appearance. How could he order her like this, who
is the master and who is the servant!
She pointed to An Ning’s nose, and her beautiful face twisted into a
piece of rubbed paper: “Didn’t you see that she even used Tang Qian
to press me! Tang Qian, that old woman, is half as good as me!”
Everyone present was speechless by An Yue’s words, Zheng Tao’s face
suddenly became ugly, he said coldly: “If you don’t go, then don’t
receive the announcement next month, you can replace Tang Qian, and
others can too. Instead of you.”
An Ning stood aside, heard Zheng Tao say this, and sneered An Yue in
her heart. She really thought she could make trouble like Nezha, but
she didn’t know that in the sea of entertainment, she would hit the
rocks at any time.
“You!” An Yue was pulled back to reality by Zheng Tao’s words in an
instant. She stared at Zheng Tao’s indifferent face, and her words were
blocked in her throat for a while.
For a long time, An Yue still couldn’t ignore Zheng Tao’s threat, so she
turned her head and stared at An Ning angrily, and poured out all her
anger at her.
“An Ning, Tang Qian and you will never be my opponents, don’t be
delusional! I don’t want you to breathe in the same room with me again
in my life!”
She was naive, and her words were naive and ridiculous. Listening to
her “breathing theory”, An Ning twitched her lips and didn’t answer.
If the two really can’t breathe in the same room in the future, she
hopes that An Yue won’t breathe.
In other words, let her die.
Seeing An Ning ignoring herself, An Yue lost interest for a while, and
more importantly, there are still commercials to shoot.
She glanced at An Ning, too lazy to pay attention to the people in front
of her, and left with a swirl of people.
Just as An Yue left, Xiaodong’s friends suddenly called. Xiaodong, who
had been standing on the side just now, spoke cautiously, as if he hadn’t
recovered from the tense atmosphere just now.
“Has the thing arrived? Well, wait for me, I’ll be right over.”
It should be the second-hand computer and mobile phone that
Xiaodong bought from Xiaodong before. Anyway, Anning is now a
new star who is doing it alone. She still can’t save some of it, and of
course she can’t afford the more expensive ones.
Hanging up the phone, Xiaodong looked around, making sure that the
woman in An Yue was no longer, and then heaved a long sigh of relief:
“Wow, I was really scared to death just now, so many men in black
carrying luggage, I I thought I was going to be beaten…”
“Pfft, there are security guards here. Besides, Zheng Tao won’t allow it.
You are thinking too much.” An Ning was amused by Xiaodong, she
patted her shoulder and shook her head helplessly: “Okay. , not to
mention them, everything has arrived?”
“Well, it’s all here.”
“Well, let’s go back and see, I can’t wait to do the next step.”
After a while, the two arrived at Xiaodong’s apartment. As Xiaodong
said, the house had a sense of age, but she kept it neat and beautiful.
On the coffee table in the living room, there are notebooks and mobile
phones that are needed for peace.
“An Ning, what exactly do you want this for?”
As soon as she entered the door, An Ning couldn’t wait to turn on her
mobile phone and computer. Xiaodong curiously probed the screen of
her mobile phone and put the honey water in her hand in front of her.
“In order to do a big thing.” An Ning turned her head and smiled
mysteriously at her, then clicked on a newly downloaded software on
her phone, and it turned out to be “Weibo”.

